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BY C. R I C H A R D S O D E R B E R G

HE MAJOR FACTS of the life of Stephen P. Timoshenko
are by now well known. H e was born as Stepen Prokofyevich Timoshenko* in the village of Shpotovka in the
Ukraine on December 23,1878. Stephen's father, born a serf,
had been brought u p in the home of a landowner, who later
married Stephen's aunt. His father subsequently received a n
education as a land surveyor and practiced this profession
until he himself became a landowner of some means.
Timoshenko's early life seems to have been a happy one,
in pleasant rural surroundings. 'The concluding decades of
the nineteenth century were a period of relative tranquility in
Russia, and the educational ideals of the middle class were
not much different from, and certainly not inferior to, those
of their counterparts in Western Europe. H e concluded his
secondary education with a gold medal at the technical
realschulet in Romny, near Kiev. His father had rented an

T

N O E:
~ The Academy would like to express its gratitude to Dr. J. P. Den Hartog for
his help in the preparation of this memoir after the death of C. Richard Soderberg
in 1979.
*The spelling of Russian names and terms follows that of E. H. Mansfield and
D. H. Young, "Stephen P. Timoshenko," in: Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the
Royal Society, vol. 19 (London: The Royal Society, 1973), pp. 679-94.
t Professor Tichvinsky informs me that this designation was already used in Russia
to indicate preparation for entry into technical universities. In most of Western
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apartment there in which young Stephen and a friend lived,
together with Stephen's grandmother. His outstanding subject appears to have been mathematics. His enjoyment in
helping classmates with their studies anticipated his suhsequent desire to become a teacher. Timoshenko had already
developed an intuition for good teaching, but his early arnbition was to become a railway engineer. His language studies
were less successful, and his Russian had a strong Ukrainian
accent, but he appears to have been well read in the Russian
classics.
O n e of the principal objectives of the technictrl recc1,schule
was to prepare for the entrance examinations to institutions
of higher learning. In 1896 I'imoshenko took the examination to enter the Institute of Engineers of' Ways of Communication at St. Petersburg, which he seems to have passed
with honor." T h e trip to St. Petersburg, on which he was
accompanied by his mother, opened his eyes to the outside
world and began his indefatigable hahit of traveling and visiting cathedrals, harbors, bridges, and the like, which was to
continue to the end of his life.
His five years (1896-1901) at the Institute o f Wa1.s of
Communication were spent in intensive and single-minded
studies in the sequence of' subjects in engineering. But this
period also marked the beginning of the end of the years of
political tranquility in Russia, and soon there were man). incidents of student unrest. Timoshenko always took the liberal
view, but one gets the impression that he also regarded these
incidents as obstacles to his own professional development.

Europe distinction was made between the science-oriented rraOthule and the
humanities-oriented latinschule. T h e technzcal realschule, which came later, was a
"normal" school where science received greater emphasis than in a gymnasium.
*To play safe he also applied to the Institute of Civil Engineers, which gave easier
examinations. T h e admission rate was twenty to thirty students from among one
thousand who had taken entrance examinations, and only good students dared to
take these exams.
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He graduated in 1901; before this he had made two trips to
Western Europe during vacation periods. These trips stimulated him greatly; they were the beginning of close associations with outstanding professionals, particularly in
Germany.
His military service, which started in September 1901,
after his second trip abroad, seems to have been a much more
constructive experience than that in corresponding systems
in most European nations at the time. He did not have to
drop his professional contacts completely, and he actually
started his career as a teacher at the Institute during this
period.
Following his military service, in 1902, he married Alexandra Archangelskaya, a student in medical school and an
acquaintance from his student days. At that time, he was
serving in the Mechanics Laboratory of the Ways of Communication Institute, where, in addition to his duties in testing of
materials, he also participated in supplementary lectures in
mathematics given by Professors Stanevich and Bobylev,
among others.
This noncompulsory program of studies seems to have
been important : it brought him into contact with sever-a1
s , he also began to attend the sessions of
young ~ h ~ s i c i s tand
the Physical Society. It made him aware of an issue in engineering education that has remained important ever since.
T h e engineers needed a much more mature background in
science, particularlj. in mathematics, but the professional
mathematicians of the period pursued very abstract lines of
thought that often failed to attract the interest of' the engineering students. T h e physicist Aleksey N. Krylov appears to
have been one of the first to clarify this situation for
Timoshenko. Later in his life, and at a more advanced stage,
Felix Klein inspired him the same way. Timoshenko, meanwhile, developed his own utilitarian attitude toward mathematics.
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In 1903 71'in~oshenko
was made ari instructor in the newly
organized SI. Petersburg Polytechnic Institute; the fi)llowing
years at this Institute mark the beginning of his creative
scieritific work. He sperit the summer-s in Europe, mostly in
Germany, where he received important inspiration from
August Foppl in Munich, Ludwig Prandtl and Felix Klein at
Gottingen, and others. I n his autobiography,* Timoshenko
o c c x i o n a l l ~criticized
~
some of the lecture courses at the Institute in St. Petershurg, hut he mentions several of the
outstanding teachers, such as Prince Gagarin, the Director of
the Institute, who gave English lessons using results in Love's
Theory of Elasticity as exercises, and Viktor Kirpichev, who
induced him to read G. I,an&, Hernhard Riernann, F. GI-ashof', arid, perhaps most importarit, Lord Kayleigh's '"l'heory
of Sound." Kirpichev's influence on Timoshenko was very
important; t hrough him he was introduced to the Cast igliano
theoreni and the Rayleigh-Kitz method. These influences
finally induced 'I'imoshe~ikoto become a teacher I-atherthan
a PI-acticingengineer.
-1'he school year 1904-1905 was much influenced by political turmoil in Kussia-the disastrous Japanese War increased student demolls~rationsand gerieral unrest. 7'he
Pol~,technicInstitute in St. Petersburg was closed, and
~l'irrioshenkodecided to use { h etirne s t u d ~ i n gunder Pra~idtl
at Giittingen. Prandtl, alread), a professor at twenty-nine, had
coritributed to 'l'imoshe~iko'smain subject of interest at the

*Stephen P. Timoshenko, As I Rrrn~mhrr(New York: Van Nostrand, 1968). T h e
ol-igir~;rlof this ;~utohiogr;~phy
was wril~enill Russian aftel- 'l'itrroshmko's trip to
Kussi.~i l l 1958. 11 was pul)lishetl in P;~ri\i l l 1963. ] h e f'oreworcl lo the Russian
eclitiot~ was w r i r ~ e lI)!~ Eugene A. Ve~chol.itre,c h ; ~ i r n ~ aof
n the Associatioti of
(;I-atlu;ttes of'St. Peterslxtrg Polytc.ctinic Instilute. '1 he ~txr~slarioli
illto English was
Iq Kohert Atidis uncle!. the g u i d x ~ c eof Protessors J . M. <;ere atrd 1). H. Y o u ~ l gof
Staufortl Ut~iversi~y.
'1 he volunie contail~sa complere listil~gof 1 imoslrenl\o's puhli;ISs of' hlxcti 1967. 11 ,~lsocontains ;I list of I'i~rtosheti!.o's doc~or;rlstudents
c;uio~~
i l l thy U l ~ i ~ eSl,~tes.
d
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time: the buckling of beams. Here Timoshenko made his first
creative discovery in connection with the buckling of I-beams,
where the torsion of rectangular elements of the section had
to be taken into account. But by this time, Prandtl had left the
field to concentrate on his epoch-making work in connection
with boundary layers in fluid flow. It is remarkable, and to
some degree characteristic of Timoshenko's single-minded
devotion to his own studies, that he makes only a passing
reference to this important event.
T h e stay in Gottingen was important in many other respects. Felix Klein had succeeded in expressing his conviction
of the necessit) for strong links between abstract and applied
sciences. T h e School of Philosophy at Gottingen had already
established an Institute of Applied Mathematics (Carl
Runge), Applied Mechanics (Prandtl), and Electrical Engineering (Simon). T h e impressions from these developments
patterned his attitude toward education in technology and
contributed much to his future development as a teacher.
T h e situation in Russia continued to be characterized by
much political unrest, and in the summer of 1906 Timoshenko resumed his studies at Giittingen, extending them to
potential theory, thermodynamics, and other areas, while
continuing his work on elastic stability and buckling. I n the
fall of 1906 he was appointed to the Chair of Strength of
Materials at the Polytechnic Institute in Kiev. T h e return to
his native Ukraine turned out to be an important part of his
career and also influenced his future personal life. H e was
elected dean of the Division of' Structural Engineering in
1909; he never ceased to regret the inevitable interference
with his own work that this position brought. Political unrest
again began to be felt, however, and his ideas of academic
freedom now came under scrutiny. In 191 1 this conflict led
to his dismissal from the school, together with two other
professors. T e n professors then resigned their positions in
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the spirit of solidarity, so strong were their beliefs in the right
of the cause.
These difficulties notwithstanding, his scientific work
matured, particularly the ideas of strain energy and the
Rayleigh-Ritz method in their application to buckling. In his
own lectures, begun in 1907, he had gradually developed the
technique of beginning a course with the simplest and most
elementary concepts, gradually leading to more complicated
and sophisticated methods of analysis. His first textbook appeared in 191 1, a year that marked the beginning of a period
of more than ten years of uncertainty, anxiety, and hardship.
O n e bright event was his winning the Jourowski Medal in
191 1, along with 2,500 gold rubles."
I n the fall of 19 1 1, he went to St. Petersburg and succeeded in getting part-time teaching work, meanwhile continuing his writing. During the summer of 1912, he and his
wife decided to use the gold rubles from the Jourowski Prize
for a trip abroad. This journey was extended to England,
where Timoshenko attended a mathematical congress in
Cambridge. H e met, for the first time, Lord Rayleigh, A. E.
H . Love, Horace Lamb, and Levi Civita, among others.
O n e of the lectures at the congress was given b) the young
representative from Gottingen, Theodor von KhrmAn.
Timoshenko found himself hampered by lack of fluency in
English, a lack he determined to remedy as soon as possible.
H e did not have a scientific discussion with Lord Rayleigh,
chancellor of the University, except as part of the crowd at a
reception in the University museum.
Returning to Russia in the fall of 1912, he resumed parttime teaching in several schools in St. Petersburg. H e was also
invited to teach at the Ways of Communication Institute,
*This illustrates again the courage and solidarity of the Russian men of science,
who awarded their top prize to a man dismissed from his job.
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where h e took over some of the work in theoretical mechanics
from Professor Krylov, who h a d retired. But events overtook
him before h e reall). got started OII [his program; h e did not
resume this work until h e had eniigrated to the United States.
During this period h e also worked o n applications of' elastic
stability to ship bulkheads as a consultant to the Naval Ministry in St. Petersburg. These activities improved his financial
position, hut the living conditions in St. Petershurg were difg period h e
ficult, a n d his health was impaired. I h r i ~ ~this
happened to meet Paul Ehrenfest, with whom h e formed a
lasting friendship. Ehrenf'est had come from (;errnan), to
Russia in the h o p e that academic f'reeciorn t here would offer
him better opportunities. H e was not successful in establishing hiniself in Russia, hut the two met frequently; Ehrenf'est
would then enlarge u p o n the current ideas abroad in
ph~sics-relativit), a n d quantum physics-new
to -1'irnoshenko at the time.
Timoshenko's period of' disgrace with the authorities
ended in 1913, when h e was confirmed in the position of
professor at the Ways of' Conmunication Institute, a n appointment later extended to include teaching at the Electrical
Engineering Institute of the Polytechnic Institute. I n the
autumn of 1913 he was asked to reorganize the teaching of
strength of matel-ials, succeeding Professor Mitinskjs. By t h e
surnnier of' 19 14, he considered this task completed a n d went
off with his family o n a well-earned vacation at Khapsalw o n
the Baltic. J'her-e h e conipleted t he proofi-eading of'7'heory of'
Elasticity a n d also continued his work o n elastic stability
related to ship struct ures. This work corlstitutes the fbrer u n n e r of' his books Theory of'Elci.\-ticiiy,Elastic Stcchility, a n d
Plates and Shells, published n n n y years later in English. It was
during this short vacation that World War I began, a n d with
it the beginning of' t h e e n d of the old world order.
During the early war years, Timoshenko continued a n d
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intensified his consulting work, now directed toward aspects
of the war effort-shipbuilding problems for the navy and
railroad transportation-2tIo1ig with service to niariy military
conlmittees on technical matters. With the gradual disintegration of' the Russian soci;tl structure, living conditions
worsened. In the spring o f t h e year o f t he Revolution (19 l'i'),
he sent his family to the Criniea, later joining thern. But even
there the events of the Kevolution reached them. Sutxequently, he left his three children with his family in Kiev
while his wife accompanied him to St. Petersburg. But she
soon returned to Kiev to rejoin her family. During the Christmas holidays of 1917, he made a trip to Kiev to visit them; this
turned out to be his final departure from St. Petersburg.
Kiev was held by the Communists for a short while, but in
March 1918 the German army took possession. Things improved under German discipline, and Timoshenko was
asked to resume his professorship at the Kiev Polytechnic
Institute and t o participate in the organization of the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. Before long, German
society itself began to disintegrate, a n d in 11119 there were
rumors of the White Ar-my advancing fronl the south. It
arrived in Kiev at the end of August, and Timoshenko visited
Rostov to negotiate further on matters of professional education with the leadership of the White Army. Hut i t soon
became apparent that this government lacked the necessary
strength, and there was a great deal of' mutual suspicion
among 'Timoshenko's colleagues about the old issue of' a
separate Ukrainian state. During this period Timoshenko
was in frequent contact with many of his former students and
colleagues, all despairing about the possibility of a return to
order in Russia. This led to his decision to leave Russia for
good.
Through his contacts in the Ukraine he was encouraged
to flee to Yugoslavia, where there seemed to be possibilities
for a position. After Inany adventures he found hin~selfpro-
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fessor at the newly established School of Engineering in
Zagreb; eventually he also succeeded in bringing his family
there from Kiev. T h e years in Zagreb h e regarded as pleasant
in many ways, even though there were perpetual difficulties
d u e to material shortages of all kinds. T h e stay in Zagreb
from 1920 to 1922 also included visits to Western Europe and
England, where he renewed his acquaintances with Love,
R. V. Southwell, G. I. Taylor, and others. H e also became
acquainted with Piotr Kapitza during one of his trips to England. O n his return to Western Europe he visited Weimar to
see his friend Ehrenfest, who now held the Chair of Physics
at Leyden.
Timoshenko's work in Zagreb required that he lecture in
Croatian. His assistants translated his Russian lectures into
Croatian, and he started the series by reading them in Croatian. In this process the Timoshenko touch was lost. In the
end he decided to deliver his lectures in Russian, using as
many Croatian words as possible. Eventually his students
could follow him without difficulty. During this period he
also found it desirable to study more English. H e and his
English teacher started the task of translating some of his
papers into English and sending them to Professor Love, who
had them published in England. Through this process the
name of Timoshenko began to be known to workers in applied mechanics. To those of us who heard him lecture in
English soon after his arrival in the United States, it became
apparent that the Russian-Croatian con~binationwas merely
one example of his utilitarian approach to language.
His career in Zagreb came to a sudden end in 1922, when
he received "a letter from America from a pupil of mine at
the Petersburg Polytechnic, one Zelov," * who was then work-

*Viktor Zelov, whose original Russian name was Tselovalnikov, subsequently
became a well-known industrialist in the United States and was founder and president of the Viz Manufacturing Company in Germantown, Pennsylvania.
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ing with the Vibration Specialty Company, whose president,
Akimoff, was familiar with Timoshenko's work. Timoshenko
was offered a position with this company and arrived in
Philadelphia alone in J u n e 1922. America depressed and
frightened him. His work at the Vibration Specialty Company, although well paid, lacked focus, and his future in the
new world did not appear bright. After considesable hesitation he decided to stay, however, and in the fall of 1922 he
sent for his wife and youngest child-leaving the other two
children in Germany. H e wanted them to get a good education, and by this time he knew "that there were n o good
engineering schools in America."
From the vantage point in Philadelphia, Timoshenko
began looking for other jobs, naturally beginning with the
well-known engineering schools. H e records that he received
no reply from any one of these. Eventually, one of his letters
reached the engineering group at the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation in East Pittsburgh. H e was identified by L. S.
Jacobsen as the author of many interesting papers in applied
mechanics, and it became this writer's pleasure to make the
first contact with him. Soon after, Timoshenko received a
formal offer to join the Westinghouse Research Laboratory.
T h e details and background of this introduction of
Timoshenko into American professional life will be dealt with
in the following section.
By 1927 Timoshenko had become well known in the
United States; in that year he joined the faculty at the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. His position was professor
of graduate mechanics, and he soon had a large following.
T h e years of his widening influence in applied mechanics
had begun. H e soon had as many doctoral students as he
could handle.
At Michigan, he also had his first opportunity to realize
his dream ofjoining applied and abstract sciences. O n e of his
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undertakings was a weekly seminar, in which he could bring
together representatives from both camps. This led to a
special Summer School of Applied Mechanics; distinguished
teachers from universities in the United States a n d abroad
were invited to attend, as well as representatives from
industry. I n this manner men such as Ludwig Prandtl,
Theodore von Ksrmsn, R. V. Southwell, G. I. Taylor, a n d
H. M. Westergaard, among others, were brought together.
H e continued his contacts with Westinghouse as a consultant, making frequent trips to East Pittsburgh during the
early years. Perhaps his principal efforts related to the publishing of textbooks, the first of their kind in the United
States, which were closely related to his earlier- Russian books.
As always, he spent his summers in Europe, visiting his
favored vacation spots in Switzerland and colleagues at
various universities.
In 1936 Timoshenko joined the faculty at Stanford University, where L. S. Jacobsen was then professor of mechanical engineering. I n 1940 he was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences. His retirement came in 1944, but he
continued to live in his home in Palo Alto, lecturing at Stanford a n d continuing the routine of summer trips to Europe.
These sunset years were placid and pleasant, but not without
sorrows; his wife passed away in 1946. H e was joined by his
brothers and some o f t h e i r families, which helped to dispel
the loneliness. His traveling schedule was interrupted by
World War 11, and he did not really share in the scientific
revival of that epoch. In 1951 the trustees of Stanford University named a new facility in his honor: T h e Timoshenko
Laboratory for Engineering Mechanics.
In 1958 he returned to Russia for a visit and was royally
received-in stark contrast to the early years in the United
States when he vainly tried to get in touch with his aged
father. T h e r e he visited many of the scenes of' his early years.
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On the whole, he ftlt that the Revolution had not discarded
the gains in his field that he had seen during the czarist years.
T h e immediate result of' his trip was a small treatise, Engineering Education in Russin, published in 1959.
H e then settled down to write his autobiography. It is a
remarkable fact that, after- nearly fifty years in the United
States, he felt it necessary to write this book in Kussian. It was
later translated into English under the title As I Rrwwmber and
forms a charming and unsophisticated account of' a varied
life.
In 1945, after the end of the war- in Germany, he was
driven by military personnel all over West Germany, examined what was left of the German industry and the research laboratories, and reported his findings to Washington.
During his long and productive life, 'Timoshenko received many honors, meticulously listed by Eugene A. Vetchorine in his foreword to As I Remember. He was elected a
member of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, Kiev (19 18);
Kussian Academy of Sciences, 1,eningl-act-Petersburg
(1928); Polish Academy of Technical Sciences, Warsaw
(1935); French Academy of Sciences, Paris (1939); National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, D.C. (1940); Royal
Society, L,oncion (1944); and Italian Academy of' Sciences,
Rome (1948). Honorary doctoral degrees were conferred
upon him by Lehigh University, 11.S~.(1936); University of
Michigan, D.Eng. (1938); Zurich Technical Institute, D.Eng.
(1947); Munich 'I'echnical Institute, D.Eng. (1949); Glasgow
University, D.I,aws (1951); University of Bologna, Sc.D.
(1954); Zagreb Polytechnic, D.Eng. (1956); and Turin Polytechnic, Sc.D. (1960).
Beginning with the Jourowski Medal and Prize for his
opus on elastic stability in 191 1, he received one more award
in Russia: the Salov Prize for his article on "Stresses in RailType Tracks" in 1945. In the United States he received,
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among others, the Worcester Reed Warner Medal from the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 1935; the
Lamme Medal from the American Society of' Engineering
Education in I9:39; the Levy Medal from the Franklin Institute in 1944; the Cresson Medal* from the same Institute
in 1958; the Grande Mkdaille from the Association des
Ingknieurs-Docteurs in France; the coveted James Watts International Medal from the British Institution of Mechanical
Engineers the same year; and the Trasenter Medal from the
Association des Ingknieurs Sortis d e 1'Ecole d e Likge in Belgium. H e was the first recipient of the Timoshenko Medal,
instituted in his honor by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers in 1957, and he received the James Ewing Medal
from the British Institution of Civil Engineers in 1963.
T H E EARLY YEARS A T W E S T I N G H O U S E

With Timoshenko's arrival at Westinghouse in 1922,
there was assembled in East Pittsburgh a remarkable group
of' young people, engaged partly to aid in the educational
program of' the design schools and partly to participate in
research in the laboratory o r to function as co~lsultants,and
sometimes as participants, in the design departments. T h e
growing Westinghouse Club in Wilkinsburg organized evening lectures and seminars, in addition to regular daily lectures on company time. T h e names of'the lecturers now read
like a list of' "Who's Who"; Timoshenko himself' mentions
V. Zworykin, Muromtsev, G. B. Karelitz, and J. M. Lessells;
participating also were Joseph Slepian, Peters, Fortesque,
and many others. Later, through Timoshenko's efforts, 0.G.
Tietjens and A. Nadai were added. Already enrolled in the
first Mechanical Design School were V. D. Barker, H. D. Else,
*Accepted in his place by his son Gregory.
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L. S. Jacobsen, B. E. James, and J. Ormondroyd; later groups
included J. P. Den Hartog, R. E. Peterson, R. B. Smith, R. P.
Kroon, M. D. Stone, a n d many others.
Timoshenko was clearly the key addition. He is sometimes
thought of as the sole originator of this intellectual revival,
but it is no reflection upon his contributions to observe that
it had started before him and covered a range of science far
beyond the narrower field of applied mechanics. T o those of
us who had the fortune to participate, it was o u r first contact
with supremely good teaching and a genuine spirit of creative
work in science and technology.
This writer has in his possession a small stack of notebooks, beginning with Timoshenko's "Elementary Course in
Elasticity" of 1923-1924, through his "Theory of Elasticity"
of 1924-1925, and continuing through a variety of other
subjects until his departure from Westinghouse in 1927. But
these notebooks also include lectures by Slepian ("Heaviside
Operator Calculus and Plasma Physics"), Nadai ("Plasticity"),
and others as well. It is clear from looking at these notes now
that Timoshenko lost n o time in getting back to his favorite
occupation of lecturing to attentive and relatively mature
students. T h e notes also show Timoshenko at his charming
and effective best as a teacher.
T h e notes also indicate that after the early years, the
lecture series took the form of evening courses at the
Westinghouse Club, in which many of the younger people
also participated. Examples from the notes are: Ormondroyd
on "Graphical Integration," Den Hartog on "Bessel's Functions," Timoshenko on "Ritz' Method," Slepian on "Vector
Analysis," and Soderberg on "Critical Speeds."
T h e intellectual atmosphere at East Pittsburgh during
these years was strongly influenced by the breakthroughs in
modern physics, naturally of particular interest to the physicists. Many of the international figures in science came to
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lecture in Pittsburgh, which stimulated an interest in these
matters, not least in the group of young engineers. T h e r e
were many study groups, which, under the guidance ofcompetent mathematicians like Slepian, were introduced to the
new ideas on relativity and cosmolog), quantum physics, and
wave theory. It was part of ?'irnoshenko's single-minded attention to applied mechanics, his first love, that he never
played a leading role in these diversions from the main task.
Sindar remarks about his attitude apply to later- epochs, such
as when the group at South Philadelphia ran their own lecture series on classical thermodynamics, kinetic theory of
gases, statistical mechanics, and other subjects. T o us, his
young pupils, these experiences nevertheless established
directions of interest that we have followed through the rest
of o u r lives.
T h e notes also hint at a spirit of revival, which one encounters on only a few precious occasions during one's life.
Many such periods have come and gone since, but to us,
young men of the earl) twenties, those years in dreary and
sooty East Pittsburgh on Turtle Creek have a sheen of their
own.
CONCLUSION

On his arrival at East Pittsburgh in 1923, Timoshenko
thus entered an intellectual environment that seems to have
been made expressly for him and to which he made great
contributions. He was in his forties, had a striking appearance, wore a beard, and, to those of us still in o u r twenties
who came under his influence, he was a wise old man with a
keen sense of humor. His own recollections of the Hiking
Club quite accurately portray the influence he had upon us.
It is significant that his first effort in the research laboratory
was devoted to the establishment of a Mechanics Section-a
literal extension of his earlier observations and experiences in
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Russia and Europe. H e gradually became the apostle of applied mechanics; with G. M. Eaton and John Lessells he was
one of the enthusiastic founders of the Applied Mechanics
Division of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
perhaps one of the most significant contributions to come
from that Society.
Only gradually did we come to appreciate the turmoil and
anxiety that had been his lot during the preceding years.
Under the charming exterior there was a deep-seated disappointment in American culture, which to Timoshenko and
his wife seemed crude and uncouth in comparison with their
experiences in the Ukrainian countryside and in the cultural
circles of Europe. H e was still smarting under the effects of
the cataclysm of his homeland, which prevented him from
reunion with his aged father. Out of these experiences grew
a strange love-hate relationship in his feelings toward
America, which never left him and sometimes stood in the
way of full utilization of his talents. In reading AJ I Remember,
one is astonished at the absence of a single word in grateful
recognition of his debt to America, which had awarded him
such a rare opportunity.*
Americans were accustomed to immigrants who developed an uncritical admiration for their new homeland, often
accompanied by bitter hostility toward their place of birth.
But to many of us, who also were immigrants with strong
cultural roots in the homeland, Timoshenko's attitude was at
least understandable. Through the years of turmoil-the late
twenties, the depression, and the years just prior to World
War 11-this attitude of Timoshenko's did not appear to
soften. These feelings culminated during his trip to Russia in
1958, when he became, so to speak, reunited with his homeland. But it was largely a reunion with the homeland of his
*Also noted in the review ofAs [Remember by J . P . Den Hartog, Science, 160(1968).
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dreams and with the successors to the old institutions. It is
significant, as observed earlier, that his accounts of his life
following this trip were written in Russian-this ,from the
author of dozens of successful textbooks in English. It is also
worth observing that circumstances prevented him from fully
sharing in the wave of scientific revival that was part of the
World War I1 scene. T h e experience of' the first epoch of
American superiority in scientific and technological developments was somehow denied him.
But whatever there was of bitterness was encased within
his innermost being. T h e principal recollection on the part of
those of us who were privileged to know him during those
first years on the American scene is that of a man of great
wisdom and a keen sense of humor, enhanced by his special
version of the English language. This was usually devoid of
articles and retained the syntax of Russian, mixed with that
of other languages. When confronted with examples of
American colloquialisms, his favorite expression was a quizzical "What means this?" Some of us who had the opportunity
to accompany him to international conferences-the Congress of Applied Mechanics in Ziirich in 1926 is a n example-also were privileged to sense the enormous range of his
acquaintances in the scientific world, acquired during his
years of travel. T h e initial impression was of a remarkable
linguistic versatility on his part, but this impression was tempered when it was discovered that he spoke only one language, modified in the international circles with French o r
German phrases, depending on the makeup of his audience.
His Russian was flawless but always retained the strong
Ukrainian accent.
While Timoshenko was well known in professional circles
all over the world, the number of people admitted to his
innermost sphere of affection was not large. His former
students had a special position; so did a small group of his
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early acquaintances in the United States. O n e has the impression, however, that real intimacy was reserved for his own
family* and his Russian-speaking friends. Among those who
might be mentioned a r e G. B. Karelitz, who passed away in
1940, and Vladimir Zworykin. Professor Leonid M. Tichvinsky, in a personal communication, observed that "'I'imoshenko was the last person who knew my parents; he was my
best man when I married my first wife, coming from Ann
Arbor to Pittsburgh for this occasion in 1935." I n a later
communication Professor Tichvinsky observed that Timoshenko, while leading a comfortable life in the United States,
did not accumulate any substantial wealth. H e left a modest
legacy to be divided among his children. T h e royalties from
all his books were assigned to Stanford University.
In the perspective of more than a half century,
l'imoshenko's great influence upon applied science and technology in America resulted less from his original, creative
discoveries than from his ideals of engineering education, his
superb skill as a teacher, and his highly developed pragmatic
skill in using fragments of exact solutions for a variety of
approximate solutions to difficult problems in applied
mechanics. Examples of this are his skillful use of' the solutions for beams on elastic foundations to problems such as
railroad rails and to details of niachinery such as highly
stressed dovetail joints. Another example is his frequent use
of the Boussinesq solutions to a variety of' intractable problems in machine structures. H e also clarified the premises of
the Rayleigh-Ritz iteration method, extending it to a variety
of problems in elasticity and dynamics. Throughout all his
* H e was a member of a remarkable family, which contributed much to his worldwide views and connections. Of his two younger brorhcrs, S e r h ~(an
j ;rrchitect) was
Secretary o f l'ransportation in the Ukrainian government in the eal-ly l92O5s,while
Vladimir (an economist) was Secretary of' Comrner-ce of'the Ukri~ineand later Chief
ot'Statistics of the .2.22undel- President Franklin L). Koosevelr in Washingto~la ~ l dat
Stanfbr-d University.
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work there is a pragmatic attitude toward mathematics, a n d
even to theoretical mechanics, which was regarded as o n e of
his great sources of' strength.
This charming pragmatism was new to most of' us a n d
seemed of immense value to the practicing engineers. It is
well to remember that even elementary computer aids, which
we now take for granted, were then many years distant in the
future. Iteration procedures had to be worked out with b r u t e
strength a n d untold man-hours. With the development of
modern computers a n d new methods such as the finiteelement method, many problems once beyond o u r reach
have now become routine. T h e pragmatic approach may now
seem less essential, but I believe this is only a temporary
phase. I n any case, the effectiveness a n d charm of
Timoshenko's teaching will always be a treasured memory to
his students.
A FACTUAL A C C O U N T of the career of Stephen P. Timoshenko has
been condensed from his book As I Remember, aided by tributes and
memoirs by former students and associates, particularly those of
Professor D. H. Young of Stanford University (Donovan H. Young,
"Stephen P. Timoshenko 1878-1 972," Applied Mechanics Review,
July 1972. 5 pp.) and Professor Chia-Shun Yih of the University of
Michigan (Chia-Shun Yih, "Stephen P. Timoshenko: A Portrait in
Miniature." A note to the faculty of' the College of Engineering,
October 30, 1972.). These tributes emphasize his years in American
universities.
Since this writer and a few remaining colleagues were part of
the group that first became associated with Timoshenko on his
arrival, in 1923, at the Westinghouse Electric Corporation in East
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, we wished to record some of' the background and impressions from his early years there. I n the preparation of this memoir I have been greatly assisted by the members of
the "International Hiking Club" in Wilkinsburg-Professors J. P.
Den Hartog, J . Ormondroyd, and 1,. S. Jacobsen-as well as by
other members of the group, specifically R. E. Peter-son, M. Stone,
and Leonid M. Tichvinsky, whose contributions and criticisnls I
gratefully acknowledge.
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